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Abstract 
The proof of Lemma 5 in our paper “Choice Principles in Hyperuniverses” [3], contains an 
error. In the present note we show that the statement of that lemma is false and hence the 
Axiom of Choice fails in all K-hyperuniverses, for uncountable K. However, a weaker version of 
Lemma 5 can be proved, which implies that the Linear Ordering Principle holds in all x-metric 
K-hyperuniverses. @ 1998 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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Addenda 
In the present note we use the notations and definitions introduced in [3]. 
Lemma 1. Let A4 he u K-metric space, and let f : M + M he a uniformly continuous 
mop. Let {&),<, he a nested unijormity basis consisting of’ equivalences, such that 
E;= nrci E, for limit 1. Then there exists u closed unbounded set C C K, such that 
tJx,y~M v’a~c ((x,y)~E, =+ (.f(x)>.f(~))~&). 
Proof. For every cx< K put 
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Consider the set A = {CI<IC 1 /ia <a}. If A is stationary in K, then by Fodor’s Theorem 
there exist B < K and S stationary in K such that ,$ = /l for all CI E S. But this contradicts 
the uniform continuity of f, since we have 
VKES. 3(x,.v)E&. (f(x),.@)) $&+I. 
Therefore A is not stationary, and the thesis follows by taking C to be a closed un- 
bounded set disjoint from A. 0 
Definition 1 (Forti and Honsell [2]). Let N be a rc-hyperuniverse. Define inductively 
on CI <K the sequence of equivalences --dL as follows: 
co= N*, Ed+] = (Ed)+ --I = n --a for limit i,. 
a < i, 
One can prove inductively that the K-sequence (E,),~, consists of clopen equiv- 
alences. Hence by K-compactness it generates the induced uniformity on any A4 s N 
such that M*n n,,, --a is the identity on M2. This holds, in particular, if M is the 
closure of any set of sets of ordinals. 
Lemma 2. For any limit ordinal ,J < K there exist sets of subsets of I + 1 Al and Bj, 
such that Ai. ~-1 B;, but Va EA;.. Vb EBiL. a $,b. 
Proof. Put 
Ai = {a C A+ 1 11 ~a, lul finite and even}, 
Bl={bCA+ 1 IlEb, lb1 finite and odd}. 
One can prove inductively that if CI </l are ordinals, then LX =;, D if and only if y d CI. 
Given aEA;, and bEBjL, put y=max(aUb\{A})+l; then, if crEa, /?Eb, and @=?/I 
then CI = p. Hence a &+I b and a fortiori a $16. 
On the other hand, let 6 < 1. For any a EAT, say a = { ai,. . . , a,,, A}, pick /3 > al,. . . , 
a,, 6 and put b = a U {/I}. Then b E B;, and a -6 b. We argue similarly to show that for 
all bE Bi., there exists a EAT., such that a ~-6 b. Hence A). ZJ. B).. 0 
Theorem 1. Zf K>O and N is a K-hyperuniverse, then there exists no uniformly 
continuous choice function f : (N\(Q)}) -+ N. 
Proof. Any choice function f must be such that for every limit /I < K, f(A;,) $:i, f(Bi) 
by Lemma 2. Now, apply Lemma 1 to a nested uniformity basis which induces on the 
closure of all sets of bounded subsets of K the equivalences of Definition 1. Then f 
cannot be uniformly continuous since the stationary set consisting of the limit ordinals 
would intersect the closed unbounded set given by Lemma 1. q 
Notice that there cannot exist a choice function even on all countable sets. In fact, 
if cof 3,=o.1 we can define countable sets Al and Bn satisfying Lemma 2. Simply fix 
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a countable cofinal subset C). of i and take the elements of Ai and Bj, to be subsets 
of C;. U {I.}. The limit ordinals of countable cofinality being a stationary subset, the 
argument in the proof of Theorem 1 goes through in this case also. 
Corrigenda 
Lemma 3 (Amended version of Lemma 5 of [3]). Let f be a function in N such thut 
f(x) is finite for all x ~dom( f ). Then f hus a selection in N. 
Proof. Clearly f is uniformly continuous and A = dam(f) is a closed set. With- 
out loss of generality we can assume that the values of f are non-empty. Using 
Lemma 4 of [3], define inductively the sequence (ga)a<K of uniformly continuous 
x-selections for f as follows: 
l take for ga any uniformly continuous O-selection for f; 
l take for ga+i any uniformly continuous (x + 1 )-selection for gr; 
l take for gj. any uniformly continuous l-selection for the pointwise intersection of 
the (gX)Gtc;.. Notice that n,,, go(X) is nonempty for all SEA, since all the g&)‘s 
are finite and nonempty. 
Putting g(x) = n, < h’ gX(x), we have that g(x) contains exactly one point. 
We get a continuous selection for f by taking for each x the unique element 
of g(x). 0 
In view of the above lemma it seems natural to consider the following jinitary 
selection principle: 
SP6, Let f be a function such that f(x) is jinite ,for all x E dom(f ). Then f has a 
selection function. 
Theorem 2 (Amended version of Theorem 3 of [3]). Let N be a k--metric K-hyper- 
universe. Then 
N + SPA, A LoV. 
Moreover N + E A WoV if and only if K = CO, i.e. .V is ultrametrizable. 
Proof. By Lemma 3, any Ic-metric hyperuniverse N satisfies SPsn. Since SPh, implies 
AC*, there is a locally uniform weak selection on N. Hence, combining Lemma 1 of 
[3] and Proposition 3 of [3], we have that LoV holds in N. 
If IC= w, then N is compact and every closed ordering in N is a well-ordering in 
the sense of N, since every closed subset of N has a least element. Therefore WoV, 
and hence also E, hold in N. 
On the other hand, if K is uncountable, then E fails in N by Theorem 1, and hence 
also WoV fails. 0 
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Given the above results, the table appearing on p. 47 of [3] has to be updated by 
moving the axiom SV from the second column to the third column on the lines 2,3, 
and 4. Hence we have: 
Theorem 3 (Amended version of items 3 and 5 of Theorem 6 of [3]). . 
1. Con(ZFC + ~K>W.K --f (~1)) + 
Con(GPC + SInf + LoV + PF + XI + MACH, + b”aDC”). 
2. Each of the axioms SPb, and AC2, WoV and LoV, X1, WF and PF is independent 
of both theories GPCfSInf and GPC + Inf + “there are no infinite ordinals”. 
Moreover, both E and DC are independent of GPC + Inf. 
We conjecture that using the techniques introduced in [I ] one can prove that the 
conjunction of the Axiom of Choice AC and the existence of infinite ordinals is in- 
consistent with the Generalized Positive Comprehension Principle GPC. 
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